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The next two years will be a terrific time to:
1. Buy a home;
2. Buy a new car; and
3. Develop, own and / or operate an EXPRESS Exterior Tunnel Carwash!
Carwash Industry participants may benefit from the following strategies:
1. FULL SERVICE CARWASH category: Unless located in the high rent
district or enjoying very high exclusivity, sell the business but hold onto
the land as a steady income stream. Find a good site and build an
EXPRESS Exterior Tunnel Carwash. Opinion: Flex-wash service
targets the wrong publics; and the complete Raze & Rebuild strategy
will rarely be economical.
2. Coin-op category: Unless you “own the whole town” and no land exists
for the EXPRESS model, add an In-bay Automatic or sell out. Use the
proceeds to build the first properly located and correctly designed
EXPRESS in your trade area.
3. In-bay Automatic (rollover units favored at gas stations) category: Pray
that no well located, well designed EXPRESS doesn’t appear upstream
on your primary flow of traffic. With Big Oil leaving the real estate
business (but locking you into long term supply contracts having
onerous provisions cramping your style should you choose to sell the
place), consider adding an EXPRESS unit to your holdings just to hedge
your bet concerning the future.
4. EXPRESS Exterior Tunnel Carwash category: Develop as many newto-industry units as fast as possible [one Jack Muellerleile client is
developing sixteen (16) of them in the Los Angeles Metro Marketplace
right now]. Sites can still be cherry-picked. Afterward, sell off the
marginally successful units earning an EBITDA below $250,000 and
keep the rest. Use the proceeds to re-invest in more new-to-industry
units. Some will produce an EBITDA above $900,000 especially if the
land was acquired via a long term (60 year) ground lease.
See the economic analysis by respected forecaster Edward Leamer, Director of
the quarterly UCLA Anderson (Graduate School of Business) Forecast, being
released today…and quoted by the L. A. Times in its article below.
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http://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-econ18-2008jun18,0,5085180.story
From the Los Angeles Times

THE ECONOMY

Economists predict more pain ahead but no recession
The UCLA Anderson Forecast says there will be little or no growth in GDP this year or next.

By Roger Vincent
Los Angeles Times Staff Writer
June 18, 2008
Under pressure from falling home values, high oil prices and rising unemployment, the economy
in California and the nation will perform anemically in the coming months -- but there still won't
be an actual recession, UCLA forecasters say.
"I am holding on to what is now a shaky view: no recession this year," said economist Edward
Leamer, director of the quarterly UCLA Anderson Forecast, which is being released today.
The predictions, however, call for somewhat more pain in the months ahead than previously
forecast, with little improvement this year or next.
Not good, but not a recession, which is commonly defined as two consecutive quarters of
negative growth in gross domestic product.
"In a recession, things happen quicker and nastier," said David Shulman, a senior economist at
UCLA.
Normal growth will not resume until 2010, Shulman said.
"The witch's brew of the popping of the housing bubble, a wounded financial system and
increasing inflationary pressures coming from rising commodity prices will keep the economy on
a sub-prime growth path for the next several quarters," he said.
The drag on the economy from the buckling housing industry may become the most severe since
the Great Depression, the report said. There will be little or no growth in gross domestic product
this quarter, and GDP will probably slip into negative territory in future months before finishing
next year with a tepid average improvement of 1.2%.
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A key factor in favor of the economy, the forecast says, is that so far the pounding of the housing
market has not badly damaged the job market.
In the 1990s, Southern California home values fell after many workers -- particularly in the
aerospace and defense industries -- lost their jobs and couldn't keep up mortgage payments.
Foreclosures peaked in 1997, when employment already had recovered, because many
homeowners had struggled for months to hang on.
"This time, what happens in housing stays in housing," Leamer said, as many employers worried
about the economy hold off on new hires but decline to cut staff.
Many homeowners are choosing to sell their houses at a loss and move -- not because they lost
their jobs, he said, but because they owe their lenders more money than their houses are worth.
Bailing out makes financial sense to them. "The lenders have provided an option to walk away if
things go bad -- you might as well exercise that option," Leamer said.
Distress sales will continue to wreak havoc on home valuations for the rest of the year, the
forecasters said.
In Lancaster, for instance, deeply discounted foreclosure-related sales account for about eight of
10 transactions, said real estate agent James Malanowski of Coldwell Banker. The upside is that
the vast majority of sales are to first-time home buyers who previously had been priced out of the
market.
"Buyers are out there buying again," he said. "We have a huge inventory."
Therein lies one of the silver linings to the precipitous drop in home prices, the report said.
UCLA forecasters predict that distressed home sales will continue for an additional nine to 12
months. The remainder of 2009 will be devoted to picking up the pieces and watching to see how
home prices level out when the market isn't dominated by foreclosures.
"The unprecedented speed of the price adjustment means that instead of several years of slow
bleeding [like the 1990s] we have compressed the necessary adjustment into two years of intense
housing pain," wrote UCLA economist Ryan Ratcliff. "Mom always said it's better just to rip the
Band-Aid off."
The decline in house prices, however, has wiped out about $3 trillion in home equity nationally
and helped crimp consumer spending.
Sales of durable goods, such as automobiles, will stay soft as $4-plus gasoline weighs heavily on
household budgets and keeps sucker-punching the U.S. economy.
In years past, the cost of crude oil imports ate up about 1% of the nation's GDP, forecast director
Leamer said. Now it's eating up 3%. "That's a heck of a lot of money leaking out of the borders
of the U.S."
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It's also a bracing slap to American consumers, who need to pay heed, Leamer said.
"The global economy is communicating to Americans that we are not as wealthy as we thought
we were and we are racing global competition for scarce resources," he said.
"It's saying we need to save more as a society and the government needs to be more forwardlooking. We are not having sensible debate about the long-term fate of the economy."
roger.vincent@latimes.com
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